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Prepare for your first semester as a Liberal Arts Jag!
New Student Orientation registration is open for fall 2024 first-year, transfer, and international students.
Register for orientation now!



Seeking information on IU Indianapolis? You’re in the right place!




Interested in Liberal Arts?


    
    
        
                        
                
            
                                
                                
            
                
                
                                
                
                
                
                                        
                
        
        
                            
            
                    
                








            




                                    
                            
            
        

        
                        
                
            
                                        


We are Indy’s public liberal arts school
[image: A student works with motorsports equipment.]100+ academic programs

Our programs include traditional fields like communication studies and political science, and unique offerings like medical humanities studies.
Explore our programs


[image: The downtown Indianapolis skyline in the evening]Big city, big opportunities

Indianapolis is the nation’s fifteenth-largest city—an ideal place to launch your career. Intern for top employers and make connections that turn into jobs.
Learn about internships


[image: Students pose with paintbrushes and paint rollers in front of a recently painted wall.]Serious about service

Our students take action to help others. Through our many service learning courses, you can also get academic credit and hone the skills that employers seek.
Discover service learning
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    New ‘Space Oddities’ podcast explores history and culture of solar eclipses
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    Interactive map of Frederick Douglass’ influence across America will be available to public
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    Reproductive grief screening tool could reshape mental health treatment, open conversations about loss
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    Center leads the way in study of religion in American culture and beyond
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    Bantz Community Fellowship project explores environmental injustice in Indianapolis
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    IUPUI honors Research Frontiers Trailblazers
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    Exchange program teaches service-learning techniques for English language instruction
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    Internet search trends reflect concerns following Supreme Court health care decisions
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    IU celebrating commencement across all campuses
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    Sports journalism students make connections as IUPUI hosts AP Sports Editors summer conference
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    Why I Roar: Celebrating graduating Jaguars
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    A’Lelia Bundles to join Center for Africana Studies and Culture at IUPUI
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    Professor to receive honorary doctorate from American University in Paris
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    IUPUI students at the center of Indy hosting the 2022 College Football Playoff National Championship
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    FDA authorization of COVID-19 vaccine for kids 5 to 11: IU experts available to comment
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    Statewide survey measures COVID-19 vaccine intentions among parents of Indiana children
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    Nearly 140,000 U.S. deaths prevented by early COVID-19 vaccinations
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    Trustees approve 2 new degrees at Bloomington and IUPUI
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    Certain social, environmental factors found to increase a community’s COVID-19 risk
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    Study evaluates online resource for improving women’s sexual health
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    COVID-19 hospitalizations increased as a result of state reopenings
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    Gabriel Filippelli, Julie Goodspeed-Chadwick appointed IUPUI Chancellor’s Professors
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    Ginkgo tree with historic roots in Hiroshima is planted as a symbol of peace at IUPUI
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    To address risks of lead in water, IUPUI researchers partner with faith organizations
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    Prison to podium: IUPUI student commencement speaker’s story is one of perseverance
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    7 IUPUI student journalists preparing to cover entire March Madness in Indiana
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    Around IUPUI
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    Distinguished Teaching and Service awards honor faculty, grad student
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    What to expect in President Biden’s first 100 days? IU experts share views
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    Timely media literacy course to examine fake news, misinformation
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    What do you do with a degree in English? ‘Anything,’ says this IUPUI student
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    New Africana Studies center and scholarship affirm IUPUI’s commitment to community and history
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    Tamela Eitle named dean of the IU School of Liberal Arts at IUPUI
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    Around IUPUI
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    Around IUPUI
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    OnyxFest 2020 to celebrate Black playwrights, characters and lives Oct. 1-10
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    IU Presidential Arts and Humanities Program awards 19 grants
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    Meet 3 new IUPUI faculty members
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    6 new degrees approved, including graduate degrees in biostatistics and quantum information science
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    Around IUPUI
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    IUPUI economics professor speaks at prestigious Brookings Institution webinar
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    Around IUPUI
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    Polis Center to join the School of Informatics and Computing at IUPUI
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    Sarah Bahr: From high school newspaper editor to New York Times culture reporter
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    Government orders have less impact on voluntary quarantine than having news about the pandemic
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    Personal stories of COVID-19 recorded by IUPUI graduate students in IAHI oral history project
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    COVID-19 cases, area risk estimates and more compiled on data hub created by Polis Center
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    Students create K-12 tutoring group to help e-learning students
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    Taylor Symposium to examine inequality in income, education and health care
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    IUPUI student receives red-carpet treatment attending Oscars with her son

    




	Read more school news
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        Patrick Armstrong, “Missing Pieces of Our Stories”
    

12 p.m.—1:30 p.m.

    University Library

    -




    
    Apr
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        Weekly Resume Reviews | Liberal Arts Office of Career Development
    

2 p.m.—4 p.m.

    Cavanaugh Hall

    -




    
    Apr
    13
    



    
        CenterStage Theater Conference
    

8:30 a.m.—3:30 p.m.

    Herron School of Art and Design Eskenazi Fine Arts Center, 1400 Indiana Ave., Indianapolis

    -
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What Liberal Arts Means to Me
                                    
                            
            
        

        
                    




Put liberal arts to work for you
	Plan a visit
	Learn how to apply
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Additional links and resources



IUPUI

	University Policies
	IU Directory
	IU Knowledge Base
	Gmail at IU
	Outlook (Web)







IU School of Liberal Arts



		317-274-1456
	 [image: Open map] 	425 University Blvd
		Indianapolis, IN 46202
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